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Abstract：By large eddy simulation(LES)，turbulent databases of channel flows at

different Reynolds numbers were estabfished．Then，the probability distribution

functions of the streamwise and Wall．normal velocity fluctuations were obtained and

compared with the corresponding normal distributions．By hypothesis test，the deviation

from the normal distribution was analyzed quantitatively．The skewness and flatness

factors were also calculated．And the variations of these two factors in the viscous sub．

1ayer，buffer layer and log—law layer were discussed．Still illustrated were the relations

between the probability distribution functions and the burst events--sweep of high—speed

fuids and ejection of low—speed nuids—in the viscous sub—layer．buffer layer and log—

law layer．Finally the variations of the probability distribution functions with Reynolds

number were examined．
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Introduction

Near—Wall turbulence plays an important role in environmental engineering due to its

great impact on the transport of pollutants，nutrients，sediments，etc．Therefore，people

have long been studying the Wall—bounded turbulence¨,2j．in Which the probabilitv

distribution function of velocity fluctuations is one of the fundamental issues．Based on the

experimental data．Brodkey et a1．【’o analyzed the distribution of the turbulent signal in shear

flOW．showing that there exists skewness and deviation from the normal distribution．Kim

et a1．L4 J．Moin＆Kim{刈simulated channel flOWS bV DNS and LES with Reynolds number

(based on the friction velocity and half channel width)of 1 80 and 640(f．e．，3 300 and
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13 800 if based on the centerline velocity

mat normal distribution is not satisfied．

and half channel width)，respectively．They found

However，the probability distribution of velocity

fluctuations was not given in their results．neither the degree of deviation from the normal

distribution．Since they only simulated one Reynolds number respectively，the effect of

Reynolds number on the probability distribution is not discussed either．

On the other hand，the practical applications require the study of the probability

distribution function of velocity fluctuations．For example，there still exists dispute over this

issue in the statistical theory of sediment movement L⋯．In Einstein’S bed load theory．the

lift force acting on a sediment particle is assumed to follow the normal distribution．

However，according to many authors，it is the velocity fluctuation that follows the normal

distribution。⋯．Obviously，because the rift is proportional to the square of the velocity。it is

impossible for both to follow the normal distribution．Actually。if the velocity follows the

normal distribution．the lift force follows the r distribution．

LES has been recognized as a powerful tool in turbulence research．On the one hand．

LES iS capable of yielding three．dimensional unsteady instantaneous flow fields to derive any

statistical quantifies instead of the Reynolds averaged ones．On the other hand．with small．

scale motions modeled by sub-grid scale model．LES saves large amount of memory and

CPU time comparing witll DNS．Therefore．LES method will become a conventional toolin

the simulation of complex flows in engineering in the near future【7 J．

After setting up several databases of turbulent channel flows by LES。we focus the

present P印er on the characteristics of the probability distribution function of the streamwise

and Wall—normal velocity fluctuations．We have further calculated the probability distribution

function of the streamwise and wall-normal velocity fluctuations．Based on hypothesis test．

we have quantitatively evaluated the degree of deviation of the probability distribution

function from the normal one．In addition，different characteristics of the probability
distribution function in the viscous sub—layer，buffer layer and log—law layer are addressed．
And the relations between the probability distribution function and the burst processes。

including sweep events of high—speed fluids toward the wall and ejection events of low．speed

fluids away from the wall．are illustrated．Finally the effect of Reynolds number on the

probability distribution function of velocity fluctuations is shown．

I Computational Model and Method

The geometry in Fig．1 generalizes the flow condition in natural rivers and channel flows

in laboratory．In Fig．1，茗，y and Z are the coordinates in streamwise，spanwise and wall一
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Fig．1 Sketch of the computational geometry

normal directions，respectively． Accor—

dingly，the velocity component in each

direction is denoted by配，移，and W，

respectively．6 is the channel half-width．

In LES，velocity U is divided into

large—scale part丽and small—scale part U 7．

f．e．．u=厅+u’and

露(工，t)=，G(r，x)甜(r一工，￡)dr，(1)

▲十●●●●，●●◆
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Probability Distribution of Turbulent Velocity Fluctuations 1247

where X is the space vector，￡the time，C(r，x)the normalized filter function and commonly

in the form of G(r)，which is independent of x．

After filtered and non—dimensionalized by the friction velocity“。and the channel half-

width 6．Navier—Stokes equations for incompressible fluid become

7·冠=0， (2)

訾=一Vp+i1 V 2露一V％r (3)面2一 +i V‘Ⅳ一’f， (rj)

where Re，=1l,。8／v is the Reynolds number and，is called the residual stress or sub—gdd

scale(SGS)Reynolds stress tensor，and its componential form is丁；=嘱一一ui瓦『．In order

to close Eqs．(2)and(3)，it is necessary to model the contribution of small—scale motion to

the large—scale one．

The Smagorinsky。“model，

丁；一下I r触r=一2vT S#， (4)

is used here for its simplicity，where

PT=(Csa)2阆，鬲=丢(善+差)，阆=(2砜广， (5)

in which，矽T is eddy viscosity coefficient，Cs the Smagorinsky coefficient and A the filter

width．In order to account for the real behavior of the near—wall flow，the Van Driest

damping function is used to revise the length scale in the model【9J．Hence，

y，=(cs五)2[1一exp(一z+／A+)]2 I可I， (6)
where彳+is the distance from the wall in wall units，Cs=0．1，A+=25．

The grids are uniform in the horizontal directions．However，the grids in the wall-

normal direction must be stretched to resolve the fine structure in the near—wall region，for

example，the burst events．In the lower half of the domain，the grid points locate at

弓=等，岛=甏¨1，2，⋯，N／2)， (7)

where N。is the total number of grid points in the wall—normal direction，Y the stretching

parameter．The grids in the other half are given by the symmetry about the centerline of the

channel．Staggered grid system is adopted in which the points for u．移and P are located

midway between those for W given by Eq．(7)．The computational parameters are listed in

Table 1[101．

Table I The computational parameters of the present LES
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Non．slip boundary conditions are used at the walls．Tbe periodic boundary conditions

are employed in the horizontal directions．The pseudo—spectral method based on the Fourier

transform used for horizontal discretization and the finite difference method for vertical

discretization．The Adams—Bashforth scheme is used for the time evolution．

In our previous work．we have shown that the computational results agree well with the

DNS of磁m et a1．”。．The verification and validation of our method were guaranteed in

many aspects，such as the distribution of stresses，turbulent intensities，skewness factors and

flatness factor，and grid independence as well(see Ref．[10]for detail)．As further work，

the current PaDer focuses on the characteristics of the probability distribution function of the

streamwise and wall—normal velocity fluctuations．

2 Probability Distribution Functions of Velocity Fluctuations

The characteristics of a random variable are commonly described by the expectation．

the variance，the skewness factor S and the flatness factor F．The skewness factor S indicates

the degree of asymmetry of the probability density function f．If S=0，the probability

density function f is symmetric about the expectation。and the expectation coincides with the

mode of the distribution．If S<0。the expectation locates on the left of the mode，and the

distribution is left—skewed or negative．skewed．Otherwise，if S>0．the expectation locates

on the right of the mode，and the distribution is right—skewed or positive—skewed．The

flatness factor F，also called kurtosis，indicates the degree of peakedness of the probability

density function厂．The larger the F。the more peaked the distribution about its expectation．

Equivalently，the smaller the F，the flatter the distribution and the more scattered the

distribution of the random variable．For the normal distribution．we have S=0 and F=3．

In the following sections，we examine the characteristics of the three—dimensional

instantaneous velocity field obtained by LES．Because of the symmetry．we only deal With

the lower half channel．As is known，wall—bounded flows cover three different regions，

namely，the viscous sub—layer(彳+<5)，the log—law region(z+>30)and the buffer layer

(5<z+<30)in between．In different regions，the flow behaves differently．Hence，we

naturally focus on the probability distribution functions of the streamwise and wall一normal

velocity components，the characteristics of their skewness and flatness in these three regions，

and their associat．ion with the sweep motions and ejections of the near—wall bursts．

Meanwhile．comparison with the normal distribution is also made．

2．1 Distributions of velocity fluctuations

It is not difficult to calculate the distributions of the fluctuations from the jnstantaneous

velocity series． Figures 2 and 3 present the probability distribution function f of the

streamwise and wall—normal velocity fluctuations at different positions for the case of Re．=

180．For comparison．the corresponding normal distributions are indicated by the solid line

in the figures．Intuitively．the distributions of the wall—normal components are closer to the

normal one than those of the streamwise components．Those in the log—law layer(Fig．2(a)
and Fig．3(a))are closer to the normal one than those in the viscous sub—layer(Fig．2(c)
and Fig．3(c))．In the buffer layer(Fig．2(b)and Fig．3(b))，the closeness to the normal

distribution of the distributions of both components is between those in the log—law layer and
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Probability Distribution of Turbulent Velocity Fluctuations 1249

viscous sub—layer．The distributions of the wall—normal components are roughly symmetric，
and more peaked than the normal distribution in the near—wall region．Obviously，the

distribution of the streamwise components is positive··skewed in the viscous sub··layer and

negative-skewed in the log-law region．

u'／u。

(a)z+=61

U7u。

(b)z+=20

U'／u。

(c)：+=2．8

Fig．2 The probability distributions of the

streamwise velocity fluctuations

comparing wim the normal

distribution(Dots：U三s results，

Solid line：the normal distribution)

W'／u+

(a)彳+=61

W7u。

(b)：+=20

W7u+

(c)：+=2．8

Fig．3 ne probability distributions of the wall-

normal velocity fluctuations comparing

witll the normal distribution(Dots：

LES results，Solid line：the normal

distribufion)

X2一test Can be used to measure the degree of the coincidence between a distribution and

the normal distribution．Given a sample，∥can be calculated by me method of segment—

frequency—counting．when矿<‰2(后一3)，tlle random variable follows the normal

distribution(wim the mean and variance estimated by the sample)at the significance of Ot，

otherwise it does not．The larger∥means more deviafion from the normal distribution．

Here．尼denotes the number of也e frequency—counting segments．
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Fig．4 The variation of the deviation

degree of streamwise and wall一

normal velocity fluctuations

from the normal distribution with

the distance away from the wall

f z+=180 locates the center of

the channel)

Figure 4 shows the variation of疋：，，彳：，with

彳+when后一20．Since舶2．25(矗一3)一20，it can

be seen in Fig．4 that疋2。，，Z，》舶2．25(后一3)，
which means that both the streamwise and walt—

normal fluctuations do not follow the normal

distribution at a rather high significance level

(f．e．，at low confidence level)．In the viscous

sub—layer，the fluctuation distributions deviate

greatly from the normal distribution，whereas the

deviation is relatively small in the log—law

region．By comparison，the distribution of the

streamwise fluctuations deviates more from the

normal one than that of the wall—normal
component．

2．2 Characteristics of distributions of velocity fluctuations

The skewness and flatness factors of the streamwise and wall—normal velocity

fluctuations at Reynolds number of 1 80 are shown in Figs．5 and 6．Obviously，they vary

wim the vertical position．The DNS data of Kim et a1．[4 J are also shown in the figures．

There is slight discrepancy between the present results of the wall—normal components and

the DNS results of Kim el a1．[4j．This may be attributed to the strongly stretched near—wall

grids．In Fig．5．neither of the skewness factors of the streamwise nor wall—normal

fluctuations approaches zero．which indicates that the distributions of both the streamwise

and wall—normal fluctuations are not symmetric．The distribution of the streamwise

fluctuations skews positively in the region ofz<0．1(i．e．，z+<15)，but negatively in the

other part of the flow domain．The distribution of the wall—normal fluctuations skews

positively in the region of三<0．05(i．e．，石+<10)and 0．2<彳<1(i．e．，40<彳+<

180)，but negatively in the nalTOW region of0．05<z<0．2(i．e．，10<z+<40)．Figure

6 indicates that．as far as the flatness is concerned，the distributions of both components are

close to the normal distribution in the log—law layer，yet away from the normal distribution in

the viscous sub—layer and buffer layer．However．from both Figs．5 and 6，neither the

streamwise nor the wall—normal fluctuation follows the normal distribution in any regions．

This agrees with the result of Brodkey et a1．¨。．

These non—normal distributions should be attributed to the coherent structures in the

near—wall region．In Figs．7a and 7b，the characteristics of such coherent structures are

demonstrated by the contours of the streamwise and wall—normal fluctuations in an戈一z plane．

The high—speed and low—speed regions can be seen in Fig．7 a in the wall region，which

corresponds to the downward and upward motions in Fig．7b，respectively．These are no

other than the sweeps of high—speed fluids and ejections of low—speed fluids in the wall

region．Such sweeps and ejections are directional．Therefore，the fluctuations of different

components undergo the effect of these events．which 1eads to the non—normal distributions

of the corresponding fluctuations．
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Fig．5 The variation of the skewness of the Fig．6
streamwise and wall—normal fluctua．

tions with the distance from the wall

(Re，=180)

l 5 2．0

The variation of the flatness of the

streamwise and Wall．normal fluctua．

tions with the distance from the Wall

(Re，=180)

Fig．7a The contours of the streamwise fluctuations in an戈一二plane f solid lines

denotes the positive values，standing for the high·speed motions；

dashed fines denotes the negative values，standing for the low—speed

motions)

Fig．7b The contours of the wall—normal fluctuations in an茗·彳plane f solid

lines denotes the positive values，standing for the upward motions；

dashed lines denotes the negative values，standing for the downward

motions)

The above--mentioned positive·-skewed distribution of streamwise fluctuations in the

region ofz<0．1 is mainly due to sweeps of high—speed fluids，whereas the ejections of low—

speed fluids away from the wall lead to the negative skewness of streamwise fluctuations in

the outer layer．As for the wall—normal fluctuations，confined by wall，the fluctuations in the

region of z<0．05 are dominantly upward and the distribution is hence positive—skewed．In
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the region of0．05<z<0．2，the effect of sweep events becomes significant，resulting in the

negative—skewed distribution．In the region of 0．2<z<1．the wall—normal fluctuafions are

mainly controlled by ejection events．r111uS．the distribution is positive—skewed．From

variations of the flatness factor．we see that the distributions of fluctuations in the wall

region are more peaked than the normal distribution．f．e．the fluctuations are mean—value．

concentrated．ThiS is due to th ．

2．

．e confinement of

wall3Effects of Reynolds number

In order to find out the effect of Reynolds number on distributions of the fluctuafions，

we have carried out simulation for Reynolds number at 1 80．300 and 640．The near．wall

region decreases in scale(relative to the channel half-width)with the increase of Reynolds

number．The grid system is adjusted to sufficiently resolve the near-wall structures，f．e．，to

ensure at least three points in tlle viscous sub—layer with the first one below z+=1．0．see

Table 1．

Based on the turbulence databases of the flows of these three Reynolds numbers，we

compare the wall—normal profiles of the skewness and flatness factors of the streamwise and

wall—normal fluctuations of the three cases in Fig．8．Generally speaking，the tendency of

both the skewness and flatness factors vary with the Reynolds number obviously．With the

increase of Reynolds number，the skewness factor approaches to zero and the flatness factor

to 3．suggesting that the distributions of fluctuations tend to be the normal distribution．Such

effects are more outstanding in the near—wall region．These effects should be attributed to the

following two aspects．On the one hand，the larger the Reynolds number，the thinner the

viscous sub—layer and the buffer layer，and the wider the log—law region．As a result，in the

1

1

暑0
胃

一0

一I

(a)

(c)

1

1

0 0
一

胃

一0

一l

(b)

(d)

Fig．8 The effect of Reynolds number on skewness and flatness of streamwise and wall—

normal fluctuations
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near．wall region．part of the viscous sub—layer at tlle lower Reynolds number turns to be in

the buffer layer of the higher Reynolds number．Analogously，the buffer layer at the lower

Reynolds number turns to be in the log—law region of the higher Reynolds number．T11iS

alteration accounts for the remarkable effects of the Reynolds number on the distributions of

velocity fluctuations in the near—wall region．On the other hand．the fluctuations in the 109．

Iaw region tend to be more isotropic with the increasing of the Reynolds number．

Consequently，the distributions of the velocity fluctuations of the larger Reynolds number are

closer to the normal one tllan those of the lower Reynolds number．

3 Conclusions

In the present paper．the large eddy simulations for channel flows are conducted．The

probability distribution characteristics of the streamwise and wall—normal velocity fluctuations

are analyzed in detail．and compared with the normal distribution quantitatively．

The probability distribution functions of the streamwise and Wall一normal fluctuations do

not follow the normal distribution．砀e deviation of them from坊e normal distribution varies

with the distance away from the Wall．The larger the distance．the less the deviation．

The distribution characteristics of the streamwise and wall—normal fluctuations are

associated with the sweep and ejection events in the near．wall region．The fluctuations in the

outer region are predominantly affected by ejections of the low—speed fluids．Thus，the
streamwise fluctuation distribution is negative—skewed，whereas the wall—normal fluctuation

distribution is positive—skewed． In the near—wall region，the fluctuations are mainly

dominated by sweeps of the high—speed fluids，leading to the positive—skewed distribution of

streamwise fluctuations and the negative—skewed distribution of wall—normal fluctuations．

However，in the very near—wall region，the wall suppresses the downward motions，resulting

in a positive—skewed distribution of wall．normal fluctuations there．

The probability distribution functions of velocity fluctuations are obviously affected by

Reynolds number．particularly in the near—wall region．The effects of Reynolds number are

attributed to the following two aspects．First，with increasing of Reynolds number，part of

the viscous sub—layer and buffer layer at lower Reynolds number consecutively turn to be in

the buffer layer and the log—law region of the higher Reynolds number，accounting for the

remarkable effects of Reynolds number in the near—wall region．Secondly．the fluctuations in

the log—law region tend to be more isotropic with the increasing of Reynolds number，thus

leading to the distributions closer to a normal one．
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